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Procida – 29 June – 3 July 2020
Logistical Notes
The Procida Island is the smallest island of the Naples’ Bay. It is easily accessible from the mainland thanks
to regular ferry and hydrofoil services from the ports of Naples assuring quick connections to the port of
Procida (almost 40 minutes with hydrofoil or 60 minutes with the ferry)
1. Transfer from Capodichino Airport to the Port of Naples
There are two ways to get from the airport of Naples (Capodichino Airport) to the Port of Naples:
1) Via Taxi: The taxi lane is located in front of arrivals. Flat rates are in use for predetermined routes.
2) Via Bus: Alibus is the connecting bus line between Capodichino Airport and the City Centre (including the
Port). It departs from the bus stop that is located on the exit side of the airport, almost 100 meters from
the arrivals terminal. Naples Alibus Airport Shuttle runs daily with departures nearly each 20 to 30 minutes:
Both taxis and the bus take about 30-45 minutes to arrive to the port.
2. Transfer from Central Train Station of Naples (Piazza Garibaldi) to the Port of Naples
The distance from the Central Station to the port is about 20-30 minutes, it is possible to get to the Port of
Naples from Piazza Garibaldi Train Station:
1) Via Taxi: The taxi lane is located in front of the entrance.
2) Via Alibus ANM: The Alibus stop is outside the Train Station.
3. Transfert Port of Naples – Island of Procida
At the Port of Naples connections with Procida are assured by ferry boats and hydrofoils
1) Ferry boats depart from the Porta di Massa dock; the trip takes about 60 minutes (visit
Medmar e Caremar website for infos on the tickets)
2) The hydrofoils depart from Molo Beverello dock and the trip takes about 40 minutes
(consult SNAV and Caremar websites for infos on tickets).
Tickets may be purchased online (but they have to be converted in a boarding pass at the Port) either they
can be purchased directly at the Port: ticket offices are located just in the dock where the ships depart.
The Procida Island
Connections on Procida Island are assured by Bus and Taxi services. At the Port of Marina Grande there is
the possibility to rent traditional or electric bikes. However, the island is sufficiently small to allow people
to walk from side to side in 50-60 minutes. Several accommodations are available through ordinary online
services (Booking, Trivago, Tripadvisors, etc.), however the organizing committee will provide to admitted
participants who will make request with a list of suggested accommodations.

